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Abstract

We define neighborhood help problems where agents may seek and/or provide various kinds of help as
one-sided matching markets with incompatibilities. To obtain a Pareto efficient outcome the top trading
cycles mechanism (TTC) (Shapley and Scarf, 1974) may be used. However, a short supply of compatible
helpers may result in many agents being unmatched forcing them to rely on costly outside options. These
agents leave the market without helping and a lot of potential is lost. To overcome this issue we introduce
the so-called pool option. This pool gives agents an incentive to provide help when being helped outside
of the market. We propose the neighborhood top trading cycles and chains mechanism that incorporates
the pool option and is based on the TTCC by Roth et al. (2004). The mechanism is Pareto efficient and
strategy-proof. Additionally, it (weakly) reduces overall costs compared to the TTC.
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1. Introduction

A unprecedented wave of solidarity with vulnerable groups was observed in 2020 COVID-19 pandemic
despite the severe negative change in all our lives worldwide. In a lot of communities around the globe
younger and healthy people helped their vulnerable neighbors with the grocery shopping, fought loneli-
ness by talking to each other on the balcony, looked after their neighbors’ children and helped with home
schooling. But soon a problem arouse. How can we coordinate these activities and bring people in need
together with people willing to help. One idea that was used a lot was the usage of social media groups
that were created1 but the problem was only solved partly. Especially the elderly were not able to use these
groups, younger people had the problem of choosing the correct platform and the volunteers that hosted
these platforms put a lot of work and effort in matching the people by hand.

Another idea is to consider the neighborhood help as a matching market. On this market we have
agents who seek help, agents who offer help and agents who offer to help but need some other type of help
themselves. It also matters whom they are matched with. As the type of help needed and offered differs
across the market, it is not sufficient that a neighbor wants to help, she also needs to be able to help in a
particular way. In a matching market this would mean that some agents are unacceptable or incompatible
to other agents. How can we find a Pareto efficient matching in such a neighborhood help market with
incompatibilities?

In this paper we introduce the neighborhood help problem and discuss two different help exchange
mechanisms that find a Pareto efficient outcome based on the characteristics of the market. More specific,
these two markets differ in the incorporation of a so-called pool option. In a first step we show that the
top trading cycles algorithm which was introduced by Shapley and Scarf (1974) and adopted by Abdulka-
diroğlu and Sönmez (2003) might be used to solve the problem but at potentially high costs if there are a
lot of incompatibilities. In this case, each agent in need has only few acceptable matches and a high risk of
finding no match. In this case, unmatched agents need to make use of a potentially costly outside option.
Imagine the following small example: if parents are looking for a neighbor who helps the children with
home schooling and offer help with the grocery shopping in exchange, this may lead to many unacceptable
matches as tutoring is not easy. If the parents do not find a match in the neighborhood they will leave the
market without helping someone else but now in need to find a private tutor. A different approach could
be to incorporate this outside option into the market and reduce costs by doing so. In this example the
parents would stay in the market and help someone else with the grocery by using the pool option. This
pool could be a community fund that finds and pay the private tutor.

We introduce the neighborhood top trading cycles and chains mechanism (NTTCC) which is based on
the work by Roth et al. (2004) and incorporates the pool option. We show that this actually reduces the
overall costs and thus, increase social welfare.

The market we study shares some characteristics with the kidney or organ exchange models (Roth
et al., 2004, 2005; Biró et al., 2009; Ergin et al., 2017). Pairs of patient and incompatible donor are in need
of a compatible donor and offer an organ in exchange. Thus, these models incorporate a similar structure
of pairs as agents might seek help (as patient) and provide it (as donor). Additionally, in organ exchanges
as well as neighborhood help preference relations are based on compatibilities and incompatibilities such
as blood types or the ability to help a certain seeker. The first matching mechanism introduced for kidney
exchange is the top trading cycles and chains mechanism (Roth et al., 2004). It works similar to the top
trading cycle but introduce the waiting list which enables a prioritization for a cadaver kidney in exchange
for the paired incompatible living donor. While this increases the utilitization rate of living donor kidneys
it only captures two kinds of agents, patient-donor pairs and donors of cadaver kidneys. We extent these
considerations and allow for three types of agents, namely helpers, seekers and seeker helpers. Our NTTCC
mechanism generalizes the algorithm by Roth et al. (2004) to allow for the three types of agents. It is always
strategy-proof and yields a Pareto efficient outcome. Thus, our model is more general and incorporates the
kidney exchange market as a special case.

1As an example have a look at https://www.hoch-stift.de.
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As the organ exchange, the considered neighborhood help market exhibits many characteristics of clas-
sic matching markets (Gale and Shapley, 1962; Shapley and Scarf, 1974). While, in contrast to two-sided
markets (Gale and Shapley, 1962), one-sided markets, as. e.g. the housing market (Shapley and Scarf, 1974),
suppose that only one side of the market has preferences, school choice models use some kind of hybrid
structure and allocate students with preferences to schools with priorities (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez,
2003; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2005; Erdil and Ergin, 2008; Chen et al., 2016; Hoyer and Stroh-Maraun, 2020).
Our model borrows this concept as helpers prioritize seekers although it is basically a one-sided matching
market. Thus, it is straightforward to use algorithms based on top trading cylces like introduced by Ab-
dulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003) especially as the TTC is more robust regarding changes (Stroh-Maraun,
2020).

Our study also relates to the idea of time banks to coordinate community help (Seyfang, 2003; Anders-
son et al., 2021). Time exchanges can be modelles as a many-to-many matching markets with upper quotas
regulating it (Andersson et al., 2021). The authors provide an exchange maximizing mechanism which se-
lects an individual rational, efficient and balanced allocation. They classify goods which can be acceptable
or unacceptable for each agent. Our approach, on the one hand, is more restrictive, as we consider a one-
to-one market. On the other hand, it also is more general as agents may not need to offer help in return to
be helped by the community.

2. Model

We consider a neighborhood help problem where neighbors may seek help from another neighbor and
also offer some help. Formally, let A = {1, ..., n} be the finite set of agents or neighbors. Each agent i ∈ A
either seeks help or offers help or both. Without loss of generality agents are ordered in the following way
A = {1, ..., k, k + 1, ..., m, m + 1, ..., n}. We can differentiate three types of agents: helper seekers ({1, ..., k} ∈
A) offer a help and seek a help, only seekers ({k + 1, ..., m} ∈ A) only seek help, and altruistic helpers
({m + 1, ..., n} ∈ A) only offer a help.

We may rewrite all helper seekers i with i ≤ k as a tuple (si, hi). If an agent i ∈ A is a helper, we denote
this by hi. If an agent j ∈ A is a seeker, we denote this by sj. Additionally, we introduce two dummies:
s0, if an agent is no seeker, and h0, if an agent is no helper. Thus, an only seeker j with k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
is denoted as a tuple (sj, h0) and an altruistic helper l with m + 1 ≤ l ≤ n is denoted as a tuple (s0, hl).
Now we can transform the one set of agents into two disjoint sets of helpers and seekers. The set of seekers
S = {s1, ..., sk, sk+1, ..., sm} includes the seeking part of helper seekers ({s1, ..., sk} ∈ S) and the only seekers
({sk+1, ..., sm} ∈ S). The set of helpers H = {h1, ..., hk, hm+1, ...hn} includes all helpers who either are also a
seeker ({h1, ..., hk} ∈ H) or who help altruistically ({hm+1, ...hn} ∈ H).

We assume that there is an outside option, the pool p which offers the opportunity to get help outside
the neighborhood help market. We assume that being matched to the pool incurs costs of c per seeker in
the pool.

Each seeker si ∈ S has complete and transitive preferences Ri over all helpers and the pool, H ∪ p, so
that they can be represented by ordered lists. For each seeker si the set of helpers H can be partitioned into
two disjoint sets containing compatible and incompatible agents. Agents compatible with si are denoted by
Hi ⊆ H. si is indifferent between all incompatible helpers, and strictly prefers all compatible agents over
either the pool p or hi. Thus, an only seeker i has strict preferences Pi over Hi ∪ {p}. A helper seeker has
strict preferences Pi over Hi ∪ {p, hi}. hi may be part of Hi or H\Hi. To compare two options we introduce
the following notation: denote by ha �si hb that si prefers ha over hb.

Helpers do not have preferences. Instead we assume that each helper hj ∈ H has a complete, irreflexive
and transitive binary priority Πj over all seekers S. Therefore, helpers are not treated as agents in the
problem but as objects. We assume that helper seekers give the highest priority to themselves, formally for
all hj with j ∈ {1, ..., k} it holds that sjΠjsi for all si ∈ S with i 6= j.2 The market of the neighborhood help
problem is now defined as M = (S, H, P, π).

2We borrow the ideas of priorities from the school choice literature (e.g. Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003) where schools are
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An outcome of the neighborhood help problem assigns each seeker to either one helper or the pool and
each helper to at most one seeker. If a seeker is matched to a helper, then this helper is also matched to this
seeker and vice versa. Please notice that the pool option can be assigned multiple times.

Definition 1. More formally, a matching is a mapping µ : S ∪ H → S ∪ H ∪ {p} such that
µ(s) ∈ H ∪ {p, s} for all s ∈ S,
µ(h) ∈ S ∪ {h} for all h ∈ H, and
µ(s) = h if and only if µ(h) = s.

A help exchange mechanism selects a matching for each neighborhood help problem. As we have seen
before, seekers are interpreted as agents, helpers are not. This has several consequences. First of all, to
evaluate a matching, the interests of the seekers are decisive. Second, helpers do not act strategic. In the
following we will define properties of the matching and the mechanism that take these considerations into
account.

Each seeker i may compare their matches in two different matchings, µ and ν. They weakly prefer
matching µ over matching ν, denoted µ(i) %i ν(i), if and only if they weakly prefer the match in µ over the
match in ν, formally µ(i)Riν(i) or ν(i) = µ(i).

Definition 2 (Pareto efficiency (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2017)). A matching µ Pareto dominates a matching ν
if µ(s) %s ν(s) for all s ∈ S and µ(s) �s ν(s) for some s ∈ S. A matching is Pareto efficient if it is not Pareto
dominated by any other matching.

A matching is Pareto efficient if it is not possible to improve a seeker’s allocation without worsening
another seeker’s situation. Note that helpers are not taken into account in Pareto efficiency considerations.

To discuss strategic behavior, we define the neighborhood help problem as a preference revelation game
induced by a particular help exchange mechanism ϕ. The matching selected by ϕ is denoted as ϕ(P) given
the preferences P. ϕs(P) denotes the match of seekers in ϕ(P).

Definition 3 (Strategy-proofness (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2017)). A mechanism ϕ is strategy-proof if it is a
dominant strategy for each seeker s to state the true preferences Ps in the preference revelation game induced by ϕ.
Formally, for all P and s and all possible misrepresentations P′s of the preferences it holds that ϕs(P) %s ϕs(P′s , P−s).

If a mechanism is strategy-proof, all seekers in the neighborhood help problem are able to state their
true preferences without being harmed.

3. Help Exchange Mechanisms

Help exchange mechanisms select a matching for each neighborhood help problem. In the following
section we discuss two different strategy-proof help exchange mechanisms that both find Pareto efficient
matchings. Nevertheless, they differ in the incorporation of the pool option p. First, we shortly discuss the
well-known top trading cycles algorithm (Shapley and Scarf, 1974) which does not incorporate the pool
option p. Afterwards, we introduce the neighborhood top trading cycles and chains mechanism (NTTCC)
which is based on the top trading cycles and chains algorithm by Roth et al. (2004) and gives seekers the
opportunity to be matched to the pool option p. The pool is a special kind of outside options. In classical
matching models, outside options are simply alternative options for agents and come into play if these
agents stay unmatched in a matching. In a neighborhood help problem the outside option might be either
staying unmatched, being matched to oneself or being matched to the pool p. We assume that a seeker who
gets one of this three outside options needs help from outside the neighborhood. For simplicity, this help
always incurs fixed costs c per seeker. In this setting, the pool might then be interpreted as a community
attempt to help all neighbors that are not matched to another neighbor. We show later in the section that it
is possible to reduce the overall costs of a neighborhood help problem by using the pool option.

not treated as agents but as objects with some priority ordering derived from some objective criteria, such as walking distance from
school or the fact whether a student already has siblings studying at the school. Here, we assume that helpers are treated as objects
as their only interest is to help the other neighbors. Thus, the priority ordering might be based on some criteria like the proximity of
a seeker’s home. We will later see that this priority ordering might also be a common list based on the seekers’ needs and neediness.
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(a) Outcome of the TTC (b) Alternative allocation

Figure 1: Two possible matchings

3.1. Top Trading Cycles Algorithm in the Neighborhood Help Problem
Let us start with having a look at the TTC again. It was introduced by Shapley and Scarf (1974) in a set-

ting where a group of agents, each of them equipped with a house, wants to exchange their houses within
the group. Later the algorithm was adopted to fit other models like the school choice problem (Abdulka-
diroğlu and Sönmez, 2003) to allocate students to schools based on their preferences and the schools’ pri-
orities. In each round every student is pointing at their most preferred school among all available schools
and every school is pointing at the student that is mostly prioritized among all pointing students. If there
is a cycle, each student is matched to the school they are pointing at. The algorithm always yields a Pareto
efficient outcome and it is strategy-proof for the students (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003).

It is easy to see that the TTC is also applicable to the neighborhood help problem if the pool option
is not implemented directly. This means, in each round every seeker is pointing to a helper according to
their preferences and every helper is pointing to a seeker according to their priorities. If seekers prefer the
pool option over all helpers in the mechanism, they are pointing at either their own helper (if it is a seeker
helper) or towards themselves. In either way, a cycle is formed and the seeker is not matched to someone
else, leaves the market and may use the outside option. Nevertheless, there is one problem that we can
identify. If a seeker prefers the outside option, this seeker leaves the market as well as the corresponding
helper in case of a seeker helper pair. It seems like a lot of potential is lost here as this seeker’s helper will
not help. To illustrate the problem, imagine the following small Example 1.

Example 1. There are three seekers left in the mechanism, seeker s1 brings helper h1, seeker s2 brings helper h2, and
the last one, seeker s3, is an only seeker. s1 prefers the pool option, s2 prefers h1 over the pool, s3 prefers h2. According
to the TTC, s1 is matched to the pool and leaves the market together with h1. s2 and s3 are then matched to the outside
option as well. As we assume that the pool option is costly, total costs of 3c arise. If we assume that each seeker has to
pay individually for the pool option, the costs every seeker has to pay are given by c. This seems odd as h1 leaves the
market without helping anyone although s2 wanted their help. The same is true for h2 and s3. So, another possible
matching would be here that s3 is matched to h2, s2 is matched to h1 and s1 is matched to the pool, reducing the overall
costs for the outside option to c. To incentivize h1 to stay in the mechanism although s1 gets the outside option, we
could think of dividing the overall costs among all of the seekers. In this case, everyone is better off than in the TTC
matching. Both allocations are depicted in Figure 1.

In the next section we want to show a way to actually allow for this kind of exchanges with the help of
the NTTCC.

3.2. Neighborhood Top Trading Cycles and Chains Mechanism
If there exists a lot of incompatibilities, the number of acceptable matches for each seeker may be small.

Thus, the TTC might find few cycles incorporating more than one original agent a ∈ A. As a consequence
many seekers will not get help from others but stay unmatched (or more precisely are matched to them-
selves). To overcome this issue and match more seekers to helpers we have a closer look at the pool. Please
remember, the pool option p offers another outside option. We can imagine the pool as a neighborhood
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project. Everyone, who is matched to the pool after the neighborhood help mechanism was used, gets help
from an outside option. Until now in the TTC we could guarantee that there is always a cycle as every
seeker was forced to always point to a helper or themselves. With the introduction of the pool this is no
longer the case as the pool does not point to anyone. If a seeker points to the pool, this seeker therefore
cannot be part of a cycle. Instead, the seeker is part of a chain.

Definition 4. A chain consists of a number of seekers, a number of helpers and the pool option p such that each helper
is pointing to a seeker and each seeker except for one is pointing to a helper. The other seeker, who is not pointing to a
helper, points to the pool. A chain always starts with a helper or an only seeker, we call them first agent in the chain,
and ends with the pool.

Please notice that each seeker, each helper and the pool might be a part of more than one chain at the
same time. The idea of chains was introduced by Roth et al. (2004) in the context of kidney exchanges
where patients in the model had the possibility to enter the waiting list for cadaver kidneys instead of
being matched to an incompatible donor. They have shown that in a directed graph where patients and
donors as well as the waiting list are nodes and every patient points to a donor or the waiting list and every
donor points to its paired patient, there either exits a cycle or a chain (Roth et al., 2004, Lemma 1). It is easy
to see that this also holds in our model when each seeker either points to a helper or the pool and each
helper points to a seeker.

After we have defined chains, we are now able to introduce the neighborhood top trading cycles and
chains (NTTCC) mechanism that is based on the top trading cycles and chains algorithm by Roth et al.
(2004) and incorporates the pool option p. It works as follows.

NTTCC

Initially, all seekers and helpers are taking part in the market. Additionally, all seekers and helpers are
active and available.

Step 1. As long as there are active seekers remaining in the market, all these seekers s point to their
most preferred available helper h or the pool p, if this is preferred over all available helpers. All active
helpers h point to the most prioritized available seekers s. There is either a cycle or a chain or both.

Step 2. If there is a cycle, all seekers within the cycle are matched to the helper they point to. Remove all
now matched seekers and helpers from the market. Continue with Step 1.

Step 3. If there is no cycle, check whether there is a chain. Order the seekers into a tie-breaking list. This
can be done randomly or be based on other criteria. If there are one or more chains, select the chain
which starts with the first seeker from the tie-breaking list. The assignment is final for each seeker in the
selected chain. However, no seeker or helper is removed from the market to allow the chain’s extension.
Instead, all agents in the pool and the selected chain are no longer active and all but the first agent of
the selected chain are not available. Continue with Step 1.

Step 4. If there is neither a chain nor a cycle, this means that there are no active seekers. The mechanism
terminates. All seekers are matched to either a helper or the pool, all still active helpers stay unmatched.

The main properties of the TTC carry over, Pareto efficiency and strategy-proofness.

Theorem 1. The NTTCC algorithm yields a Pareto efficient outcome.

Proof. Consider the neighborhood top trading cycles and chains algorithm. Any seeker who leaves the
market in the first round is matched to their top choice and thus cannot be made better off. In a proceeding
round, any seeker who leaves the market is assigned to their top choice among all available helpers. As
their preferences are strict, the seeker cannot be better off without hurting another seeker who left the
market (and thus was matched) in a prior round.
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The allowance of only seekers, altruistic helpers, and the pool option, or more precisely, the intro-
duction of chains, does not affect the Pareto efficiency here. Thus, the proof is similar to the one by
Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003) for the TTC or the one by Roth et al. (2004) for the TTCC.

Additionally, the NTTCC is also strategy-proof. To show strategy-proofness, we use the following
Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Fix the stated preferences of all seekers except si at P−i. Suppose that in the NTTCC algorithm, seeker si
leaves at round k under Pi and at round k′ under some P′i . W.l.o.g. k ≤ k′. Then the remaining active seekers and
available helpers at the beginning of round k are the same whether seeker si announces Pi or P′i .

Proof. Seeker si is not part of a cycle or a chain in both cases prior to round k. As all the other seekers do not
change their preferences, the same cycles and chains are formed prior to round k in both cases. According
to the tie-breaking list, the same chains are also selected prior to round k. Thus, the same seekers are active
and the same helpers are available in round k, independent of whether seeker si states Pi or P′i .

With the help of Lemma 1 we can now formulate Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. The NTTCC algorithm is strategy-proof.

Proof. Suppose that seeker si has true preferences Pi. We fix the stated preferences of all other seekers P−i.
If si states their true preferences Pi, the seeker is matched in round k. If si states some other preferences P′i ,
the seeker is matched in round k′. Now we show that misrepresenting their preferences does not make the
seeker better off compared to stating the true ones. We have to consider two different cases.

Case 1: k < k′

According to Lemma 1 we know that at round k the same seekers are active and the same helpers are
available in the market independent of si’s stated preferences. If si states their true preferences, they are
matched in k to their most preferred available helper µ(i). Otherwise, they would be matched later and,
thus, would be matched to a less preferred helper, µ∗(i) % µ(i).

Case 2: k ≥ k′

There are two possibilities how a seeker si is assigned and subsequently is no longer active. si can either
join a cycle or a chain. These two cases are considered separately. In both cases we can show that k = k

′

and by that is weakly better off by pointing to their most preferred helper.

Case 2a:
Under P

′
i , seeker si is assigned by joining a cycle and subsequently is inactive. W.l.o.g. cycles may

include any kind of helper (seeker helper or altruistic helper).
Suppose the following cycle: helper h1 is pointing to seeker s2, s2 is pointing to helper h3 and so on until
helper hr is pointing to seeker si and si is pointing to h1. Therefore, seeker si would be assigned to h1 under
P
′
i . We now consider round k

′
. Again, according to Lemma 1 we know that the same seekers are active and

the same helpers are available whether si announces P
′
i or Pi. Thus, at round k

′
we get the considered cycle

that includes si. As the preferences of all helpers and seekers in this cycle beside si stay unchanged, they
will keep on pointing as stated until si is no longer available. Considering si truthfully points to their most
preferred helper, they either receive a helper better than h1 or is matched to h1.

Case 2b:
Under P

′
i seeker si is assigned by joining a chain in round k

′
and is inactive in the following rounds.

Suppose a chain will be selected by a priority ordering under P
′
i that includes seeker si in round k

′
. We

know that seeker si is included in this chain if they are the highest prioritized seeker or the chain will start
with the highest prioritized seeker and passes through seeker si before ending with p. Thus, si receives
help by a helper hj or the pool p.
Suppose now that seeker si states their true preferences Pi and we are in round k

′
. By Lemma 1 we know

that the same patients remain active and the same helpers remain available, whether seeker si announces
Pi or P

′
i . Regardless of the stated preferences of seeker si, whether they announce their true preferences Pi
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or any other preference P
′
i , seeker si will receive a final allocation in round k

′
. As every cycle and every

chain with higher priority would have been matched in a round prior to k
′
, there will be no cycle (Case

2b) or one cycle (Case 2a) including seeker si. We know that in each round there either exists a cycle or
chain if there is at least one active seeker left. By P

′
i , round k

′
is the last round of si and si is assigned to hj

or p via a chain. By Pi, round k
′

is also the last round where si is either assigned via a cycle or a chain. If
there is a cycle, the assignment is final in round k

′
and seeker si is matched. If there are one or more chains,

one is selected via the priority list. We know that the chain including the highest prioritized seeker passes
through seeker si. Otherwise the chain would have been selected in a prior round. By the selected chain
the assignment of seeker si is finalized in round k

′
. Thus, by Pi seeker si receives an assignment that is at

least as good as hj or is assigned to hj under P
′
i .

Again, the original TTC and the TTCC seem to be quite robust to the extensions we made. Thus, the
proof is again similar to the one by Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003) for the TTC and to the one by
Roth et al. (2004) for the TTCC.

4. Costs

Applying the NTTCC in contrast to the TTC offers the seekers an additional outside option. By that
a helper seeker might offer his help in exchange for receiving help by the pool while they would leave
the market unmatched in the TTC. Therefore, we identify in the following which differences between
the TTC and the NTTCC enable a weakly reduction in the overall cost. To do so, we first show that there
is a close connection between the two mechanisms. The TTC is basically a special case of the NTTCC
where only short chains are considered. In the NTTCC, a chain is selected based on the tie-breaking list
of the seekers and can be extended in the following rounds. The TTC is equivalent to a version of the
NTTCC where the minimal chain is chosen and is removed immediately. Roth et al. (2004) show that the
TTCC mechanism which chooses and immediately removes the minimal chain, is strategy-proof (Roth
et al., 2004, Theorem 1). They further show that the outcome of the TTC is the same as the outcome
of the TTCC with minimal chain selecting and removal (Roth et al., 2004, p.486). By that we show the
following:

Proposition 1. The TTC is equivalent to a version of the NTTCC where the minimal chain is chosen and is removed
immediately.

Proof. Consider the NTTCC, suppose in Step 3 the minimal chain is selected and removed immediately and
we do not use a tie-breaking list and do not keep the first agent active. By that each chain consists of either
an only seeker who is pointing to the pool p or a helper seeker where the helper hi points to their seeker si
who points to the pool p. This is equivalent to a seeker pointing to themselves or their own helper in the
TTC. In both cases, the seekers do not directly get help by a neighbor. Costs of c occur for each selected
minimal chain.

The only difference that might occur during the application of the mechanisms is the round in which
the matching of a seeker pointing to themselves, the own helper or the pool is finalized. In the TTC each
agent pointing to their own house or to themselves will be removed directly in round l. In the NTTCC with
minimal chain selection and removal, each agent pointing to the pool p would be matched after all other
cycles are finalized. Suppose this is in round l

′
. Therefore, l ≤ l

′
as in round l the seeker starts pointing

to their own helper or themselves in both mechanisms and is removed in that round (TTC) or points to p
and keeps on pointing in the same way (NTTCC with minimal chain selection and removal) until all other
cycles are matched and removed. Then the minimal chains are selected and removed next (round l

′
). This

does not affect or change the matching as each agent pointing to their helper, themselves or p will keep
pointing until the match is selected and removed. Therefore, the TTC and the NTTCC with minimal chain
selection and removal yield the same matching.
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Now we are able to compare the two mechanisms, TTC and NTTCC, and the resulting costs c for
each seeker who gets help by an outside option. Therefore, we compare the resulting matchings of the
two mechanisms and compare the incurred costs.

Theorem 3. The NTTCC algorithm compared to the TTC weakly reduces the overall costs ∑ c.

Proof. Assume that a seeker selecting p yields the same costs c as a seeker preferring to be unmatched or
matched to themselves. Considering the TTC, we know that c equals the number of unmatched agents
and agents matched to themselves. For both mechanisms, the last agent before the pool p who is seeker si
induces a cost of c as they need an outside help whether they are unmatched, matched to themselves or
matched to the pool p. For the NTTCC, it is easy to see that each time a chain is extended in a later round
or includes more than one seeker, the cost c might reduce in comparison to the TTC (NTTCC with minimal
chain selection and removal) as there might be a seeker in this chain who would need an outside option
otherwise.
A chain can only be extended if a helper points to the last seeker si. If no helper points to si, the c cannot
be reduced by using the NTTCC. If a helper hi of a helper seeker points to their seeker si who points to p
and the chain is extended in the following, an additional helper is available in comparison to the removal
of the minimal chain from hi to si to p. Therefore, we show that an additional helper weakly reduced the
number of agents inducing costs by needing an outside help.

5. Conclusion

We have shown that both the TTC as well as the NTTCC are reliable mechanisms to match neighbors
on a neighborhood help market. However, the two mechanisms differ in an essential point: the incor-
poration of a pool. Without the pool unmatched helper seekers who leave the market do not only face
costly outside options but leave the market without helping other seekers on the market. The NTTCC
algorithm offers such agents the pool option to reduce the agent’s costs and increase the supply of help.

Additionally, the algorithm is able to (weakly) reduce community costs when matching helpers and
seekers on such markets.
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